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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a fuel cell generating

facility which can

generate power high efficiently with hydrocarbon as fuel,

concurrently suppress

discharge as carbon dioxide (CO<SB>2</SB>) of carbon in fuel,

and efficiently

perform manufacture of utility steam and fixing of carbon monoxide

simultaneously with generating power.

SOLUTION: An equipment comprises a reformer 12

steam-reforming hydrocarbon

into gas containing hydrogen and carbon monoxide with hydrogen

as fuel, gas

separator 14 separating hydrogen in reformed gas, fuel cell 16 using

the

separated hydrogen as fuel and a waste heat boiler 18 generating

steam from

exhaust heat of surplus hydrogen of the fuel cell and the reformer.

generated steam is used as steam reforming of the reformer and

utility steam.

The fuel cell is a phosphoric acid type and solid polymer type or

electrolyte type. The gas separator is a hydrogen PSA device and

CO-PSA device

or film separator device.
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[JP10-027621A]

CLAIMS DETAILED DESCRIPTION TECHNICAL FIELD PRIOR ART EFFECT OF
THE INVENTION TECHNICAL PROBLEM MEANS EXAMPLE DESCRIPTION OF
DRAWINGS DRAWINGS

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to a generation of electrical energy and the

fuel cell generation-of-electrical-energy facility which manufactures a you tee RIITI

steam and a carbon monoxide to coincidence while controlling generating of carbon

dioxide gas.

[0002]

[Description ofthe Prior Art] Hydrocarbons, such as natural gas, are used as a fuel and

the combined cycle power plant (combined cycle power plant) which combined the

reformer, the gas turbine, the exhaust heat boiler, and the steam turbine is already put in

practical use. This power generating plant has the description that generating efficiency is

high.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, although the generating efficiency

itself is high, since all the carbon in a hydrocarbon fuel (carbon) is discharged in

atmospheric air as carbon dioxide gas (C02), the conventional combined cycle power

plant has a trouble leading to global wanning. Therefore, the standpoint of earth

environmental protection to construction is becoming difficult,

[0004] On the other hand, the fuel cell power generating plant of various form attracts

attention like the combined cycle power plant as a power generating plant with it. [ high

and generating efficiency and ] [ low pollution ] However, also in the case of a fuel cell

power generating plant, finally [ all ], since the carbon in a hydrocarbon fuel was

discharged in atmospheric air as carbon dioxide gas (C02), it had the same trouble as a

combined cycle power plant.

[0005] This invention is originated in order to solve this trouble. That is, the purpose of

this invention is to offer the fuel cell generation-of-electrical-energy facility which it is

efficient as a fuel, and a generation of electrical energy is possible, can combine a

hydrocarbon, and can control the discharge as carbon dioxide gas (C02) of the carbon in

a fuel (carbon), and can perform efficiently manufacture ofa you tee RIITI steam, and

immobilization of a carbon monoxide to a generation of electrical energy and

coincidence.

1
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[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The reformer reformed in the gas which according to

this invention uses hydrogen as a fuel, carries out steam reforming of the hydrocarbon,

and contains hydrogen and a carbon monoxide, The gas decollator which separates the

hydrogen in reformed gas, and the fuel cell which uses the separated hydrogen as a fuel,

The fuel cell generation-of-electrical-energy facility which controls generating of the

carbon dioxide gas characterized by using the steam which was equipped with the waste

heat boiler made to generate a steam, and was generated from the surplus hydrogen of a

fuel cell and exhaust heat of a reformer as steam reforming of a reformer and a you tee

RIITI steam is offered.

[0007] Since according to the configuration of above-mentioned this invention a fuel is

reformed by the reformer, and a gas decollator separates the hydrogen in reformed gas

and it generates electricity with fuel cell equipment by using the separated hydrogen as a

fuel, it can generate electricity controlling the discharge as carbon dioxide gas (C02) of

the carbon in a fuel (carbon), and the chemical which uses a carbon monoxide as a raw

material at coincidence can be manufactured. Moreover, since a steam is generated from

exhaust heat with a waste heat boiler and this steam is used as steam reforming of a

reformer, and a you tee RIITI steam, the efficient generation of electrical energy which

uses a hydrocarbon as a fuel can be performed.

[0008] According to the desirable operation gestalt of this invention, said fuel cell is a

phosphoric-acid mold, a solid-state macromolecule mold, or a solid oxide type. By using

these fuel cells, a generation of electrical energy is possible, without using a carbon

monoxide, and generating of a carbon dioxide can be controlled sharply. Furthermore, it

is good to have CO potential device (shift converter) and selective oxidation equipment

which changes a carbon monoxide into a carbon dioxide alternatively. The carbon

monoxide which remains can be changed into a carbon dioxide nearly completely by this,

and poisoning of the fuel cell by the carbon monoxide can be prevented.

[0009] Moreover, as for said gas decollator, it is desirable that they are hydrogen PSA
equipment, CO-PSA equipment, or a membrane separation device. Hydrogen or a carbon

monoxide (CO) is efficiently separable with this configuration. Furthermore, according to

the desirable operation gestalt of this invention, it has the acetic-acid manufacturing

installation which the carbon monoxide separated with the gas decollator is made to react

with a methanol, and manufactures an acetic acid. A carbon monoxide is fixable in the

high acetic acid of added value with this configuration.

[0010]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the desirable operation gestalt of this invention

is explained with reference to a drawing. In addition, it is used in each drawing, giving

the same sign to a common part. Drawing 1 is the whole generationof-electrical-energy

facility 10 block diagram which controls generating of the carbon dioxide gas by this

invention. It has the waste heat boiler 18 made to generate a steam 4 from exhaust heat of

the reformer 12 (reforming machine) reformed in the gas 3 (reformed gas) which the

generation-of-electrical-energy facility 10 of this invention uses the hydrogen 1 as a fuel

2
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in this drawing, carries out steam reforming of the hydrocarbon 2, and contains hydrogen

and a carbon monoxide, the gas decollator 14 which separates the hydrogen 1 in reformed

gas 3, the fuel cell 16 which uses the separated hydrogen 1 as a fuel, a fuel cell 16, and a

reformer 12. In addition, a heat exchanger, and 24 and 25 is [ 13a of a recycle blower,

and 22a and 22b ] compressors in this drawing.

[001 1] A reformer 12 consists of the reforming room Ref and the combustion gas room
Hex which were separated by the septum. Moreover, the subcombustpr 13 is formed

along with this reformer 12, the hydrogen 1 is burned with the exhaust gas 5 (a lot of

oxygen is included) of a fuel cell, and required heat is generated in a reformer 12.

[0012] The cathode side C separated the electrolyte the anode side A, and the fuel cell 16

has countered, and generates the electrical and electric equipment by the chemical

reaction by using the hydrogen 1 as a fuel. As for this fuel cell 16, it is good that they are

a phosphoric-acid mold, a solid-state macromolecule mold, or a solid oxide type. By
using these fuel cells, a generation of electrical energy is possible, without using a carbon

monoxide, and generating of a carbon dioxide can be controlled sharply.

[0013] Moreover, as shown in drawing 1 , it is desirable to have further CO potential

device 17a (shift converter) and selective oxidation equipment 17b which changes a

carbon monoxide into a carbon dioxide alternatively. Shift converter 17a is C02 about

CO. It changes by the water gas shift reaction, and CO concentration is reduced.

Moreover, selective oxidation equipment 17b is C02 about CO which remains by
catalytic reaction using oxygen or air further. It is equipment changed alternatively. By
forming these equipments 17a and 17b in the upstream of a fuel cell 16, the carbon

monoxide which remains can be changed into a carbon dioxide nearly completely, and
the catalyst poisoning of the fuel cell by the carbon monoxide can be prevented.

0
[0014] The gas decollator 14 is a pressure swing type adsorber, and is hydrogen PSA

S) - ro R equipment or CO-PSA equipment preferably. Drawing 2 is the typical block diagram of
hydrogen PSA equipment, two or more adsorption tower 14a is filled up with activated

carbon and ZMS (zeolite molecular sieves), and adsorbs methane and carbon dioxide gas

with activated carbon, and obtains the hydrogen which adsorbed the carbon monoxide
and remained by ZMS. The gas (for example, carbon monoxide) to which it stuck can be
taken out with reduced pressure. In addition, 14b is a buffer tank in this drawing.

L[0015]
Similarly, with CO-PSA equipment (not shown), CO in material gas can be made

to be able to stick to an adsorbent, it can dissociate, and a high-concentration carbon

} monoxide (CO) can be separated. By using these gas decollators, hydrogen or a carbon

monoxide (CO) is efficiently separable. In addition, the gas decollator 14 in this

invention is not limited to the pressure swing type adsorber mentioned above, for

example, a hydrogen membrane separation device may be used for it.

[0016] In drawing 1 , the generation-of-electrical-energy facility 10 of this invention is

equipped with the gas fixed facility 20 which fixes further the carbon monoxide 6

separated with the gas decollator 14. This gas fixed facility 20 is an acetic-acid
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manufacturing installation which is made to react with a methanol in this example, and

manufactures an acetic acid. A carbon monoxide is fixable in the high acetic acid of

added value with this configuration. In addition, the gas fixed facility 20 in this invention

may be a facility of another common knowledge which is not limited to an acetic-acid

manufacturing installation, but manufactures a chemical by using a carbon monoxide as a

raw material.

[0017] Since a fuel 2 is reformed by the reformer 12, the gas decollator 14 separates the

hydrogen 1 in reformed gas 3 and it generates electricity with fuel cell equipment 16 by
using this hydrogen 1 as a fuel by the configuration mentioned above, it can generate

electricity controlling the discharge as carbon dioxide gas (C02) of the carbon in a fuel

(carbon), and the carbon monoxide 6 which serves as a chemistry raw material at

coincidence can be separated. Moreover, since a steam 4 is generated from exhaust heat

with a waste heat boiler 18 and this steam 4 is used as steam reforming of a reformer, and
a you tee RIITI steam, it is efficient as a fuel, and a generation of electrical energy can do
a hydrocarbon, and a you tee RIITI steam and a carbon monoxide can be efficiently

manufactured to a generation of electrical energy and coincidence.

[0018] As mentioned above, this invention uses the hydrocarbons 2, such as natural gas,

as a fuel, and consists of the reformer 12, a gas decollator 14 (for example, hydrogen

PSA equipment), a fuel cell 16, and waste heat boiler 18 grade. Steam reforming ofthe

hydrocarbon 2 is carried out by the reformer 12, and it is converted into hydrogen, a

carbon monoxide, and a carbon dioxide. The gas 3 by which reforming was carried out

goes into hydrogen PSA equipment 14, after being cooled, and it is divided into the gas 6
which uses the hydrogen 1 and a carbon monoxide as a principal component In the

acetic-acid manufacturing installation 20, a carbon monoxide reacts with a methanol, an

acetic acid is manufactured, and a carbon content is fixed. On the other hand, the

hydrogen 1 is utilized as a heat source of a reformer 12 at the same time it burns with a

fuel cell 16 and is used for a generation of electrical energy, a fuel cell 16 and the exhaust

gas 5 of a reformer 12 - as the heat source of a waste heat boiler 18 - a reformer -
service water - a steam and you tee RIITI - service water - since a steam is generated, it

is utilized. Therefore, a generation-of-electrical-energy facility of this invention can

manufacture efficiently a carbon monoxide, or the chemical which makes this a raw
material, for example, an acetic acid, and a you tee RIITI steam to an efficient generation

of electrical energy and coincidence.

[0019] As mentioned above, the generation-of-electrical-energy facility 10 by this

invention has the following descriptions.

** The reformer 12 which carries out steam reforming of the hydrocarbon 2 is installed.

** Install hydrogen PSA equipment 14 after cooling the reformed gas 3 from a reformer

12, and separate into the hydrogen 1 and the other gas 6 (a carbon monoxide, a carbon

dioxide, methane, non-collected hydrogen, etc.).

** Use the hydrogen 1 from hydrogen PSA equipment 14 as a source ofheating ofa
reformer 12 at the same time it installs a fuel cell 16 and uses it as a fuel for a generation

of electrical energy.

** Utilize the gas which uses the carbon monoxide from hydrogen PSA equipment 14 as
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a principal component as a raw material of various chemicals (a polycarbonate,

polyurethane, ethylene glycol, etc.). It is C02 in the exhaust gas of a generation-of-

electrical-energy facility by the following reactions by making a carbon monoxide and a
methanol react, manufacturing an acetic acid as an example, and fixing the carbon in a
hydrocarbon 2. An yield can be reduced.

[0020] CO+CH3 OH(methanol) ->CH3 COOH (acetic acid)
** A fuel cell 16 and the exhaust gas of a reformer 12 install a waste heat boiler 18,

generate a steam, and perform heat recovery.
** Use the generated steam 4 for the process gas for a reforming reaction, and it utilizes a
residual steam as other you tee RIITI.

Instead of the hydrogen PSA equipment 14 of ** **, CO-PSA equipment can be
installed, collected CO can be used as a raw material ofvarious chemicals, and residual

gas can also be utilized as a heat source of a fuel cell 16 and a reformer 12.

Instead of** ****, a hydrogen demarcation membrane can be used, hydrogen can make
a heat source a fuel ceil 16 and a reformer 12, and the residual gas containing CO can
also be utilized as a raw material of various chemicals.
** By installing two waste heat boilers 1 8 according to water quality, when one set

generates after the water treatment carry out steamy generating after the water treatment
by ion exchange resin, use for processes, and according [ the one remaining sets ] to an
elasticity machine, and a steam and uses as an object for general you tee RIITI, water
quality is efficiently manageable.

[0021]

[Example] The desirable example of this invention is explained below at a detail.

Drawing 3 is the flow chart Fig. of the generation-of-electrical-energy facility in the case
of carrying out pressurization operation of a reformer 12 and the fuel cell 16. As shown
in this drawing, the power of a generation-of-electrical-energy facility is reduced by
compressing town gas 2 by the compressor 26, before going into a desulfurizer 1 1, and
carrying out high-pressure operation ofthe reforming room Refof a reformer 12.

[0022] The odorant (TBM:Tertiary Butyl Mercaptane 3(CH3) CSH, DMS:Dimethl
Sulfide 2(CH3) S) used as the poisoning matter of the reforming catalyst of a reformer is

contained in the hydrocarbon 2 (TG: town gas) which is a fuel, and it is necessary to
remove this. In this generation-of-electrical-energy facility, an ordinary temperature
desulfurization method is adopted and simple-ization of a generation-of-electrical-energy

facility is attained. A desulfurizer 1 1 is filled up with a manganese dioxide as a
devulcanizing agent, and odorant is adsorbed by the devulcanizing agent by letting town
gas 2 pass. When the desulfurization engine performance ofone set falls, that two sets of
desulfurizers 1 1 are installed considers by switching to other desulfurizers 1 1 so that

trouble may not be caused to continuous running.

[0023] In addition, the usual hydrogenation-desulferization method may be adopted as a
desulfurization method. That is, odorant (TBM, DMS) is converted into a hydrogen
sulfide by letting the packed bed ofcobalt-molybdenum (Co-Mo) or nickel-molybdenum
(nickel-Mo) pass after mixed heating to town gas for some reformed gas. A hydrogen
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sulfide is adsorbed by the zinc oxide when the town gas containing a hydrogen sulfide

lets the packed bed of a zinc oxide pass. However, a generation-of-electrical-energy

facility becomes complicated a little.

[0024] the process steam 4 used for reforming - the purification machine 21 - S04-- in a

waterworks, and CI- etc. — it is manufactured by waste heat boiler 18b after removing the

matter which carries out poisoning to a reforming catalyst. The heat source of this waste

heat boiler 18b is elevated-temperature reformed gas 3 from a reformer 12. After mixing,

the preheating of the desulfurized process steam 4 from town gas 2 and waste heat boiler

1 8b is carried out by heat exchanger 22a, by the reformer 12, it receives heat from the

combustion gas room Hex, and reforming is carried out.

[0025] The reforming room Ref of a reformer 12 is filled up with the reforming catalyst.

It is cooled by heat-exchanger 22a and waste heat boiler 1 8b, and the gas 3 by which

reforming was carried out by the reformer 12 is pressurized by about 10 atm(s) with the

Gascon presser 24 ofhydrogen PSA equipment 14 after carrying out a ridge with a drain

separator 23. The intercooler (not shown) is arranged in order to reduce the power ofthe
Gascon presser 24.

[0026] The working principle ofhydrogen PSA equipment 14 is as drawing 2 having

explained. In order that hydrogen may adsorb first with hydrogen PSA equipment 14, the

pressure loss of the hydrogen 1 is few pressures near about 10 atm(s). On the other hand,

since the byproduction article 6 which uses CO as a principal component is emitted from

adsorbents, such as a zeolite, at the process which lowers a pressure after adsorption, a

pressure serves as a value almost near atmospheric pressure. The high-pressure hydrogen

1 from hydrogen PSA equipment 14 is utilized as the fuel of a fuel cell 16, and a heating

fuel of a reformer 12. On the other hand, a principal component and the ****

byproduction article 6 are utilized as a raw material of various chemicals in CO.

[0027] In addition, in a generation-of-electrical-energy facility ofdrawing 3 , although

the case ofhydrogen PSA equipment 14 was explained, as gas separation, CO-PSA
equipment is also employable. In this case, CO is utilized as a raw material ofvarious

chemicals, and the other byproduction article is used as a fuel cell 16 and a heating fuel

of a reformer 12. Substantially, the working principle ofCO-PSA equipment is the same
as that ofhydrogen PSA equipment 14. Moreover, hydrogen membrane separation is also

considered as a gas separation method.

[0028] In drawing 3 , the electrical and electric equipment is generated a chemical

reaction with the high-pressure hydrogen 1 sent to the anode a fuel cell 16 side A, and the

air supplied to the cathode side C. With a part ofcombustion gas from a reformer 12, the

anode exhaust 5 which passed the anode side A is sent to the subcombustor 13 of a

reformer 12, and is utilized as susceptibility-of-substances-to-burn material.

[0029] After a part ofhigh-pressure hydrogen 1 from hydrogen PSA equipment 14 is

decompressed, it burns with the subcombustor 13 of a reformer 12, and serves as a source

of heating of a reformer 12. After being utilized as a source of heating ofwaste heat
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boiler 1 8a, atmospheric-air emission of a part of exhaust gas from a reformer 12 is carried

out. The reason for installing two waste heat boilers 1 8a and 18b is because the grade of

the quality of boiler water differs. That is, the process steam 4 for a reforming reaction is

through, and S04, CI to ion exchange resin about a waterworks, in order to avoid

poisoning of a reforming catalyst. It is necessary to remove ion etc. (18b). - On the other

hand, the steam used for general you tee RIITI can use usual boiler water.

[0030] Drawing 4 is an example of the heat balance and matter balance in the following

conditions.

** Reformer 12 : operating-pressure 2.65atm, the operating temperature of760 degrees

C, S/C=3.0, and **PSA equipment 14:H2 80% of recovery, the ** fuel cell 16: Inlet-

pressure 2.65atm, inlet temperature of200 degrees C.

An analysis result is as being shown in drawing 4 . This heat balance and matter balance

show that it is efficient as a fuel, and a generation of electrical energy can do a

hydrocarbon, and a you tee RIITI steam and a carbon monoxide can be efficiently

manufactured to a generation of electrical energy and coincidence.

[0031] Drawing 5 shows relation with the S/C ratio (axis of abscissa), the amount ofCO
generation, and the rate of reforming (axis of ordinate) in a reformer 12. This drawing

also shows that the desired amount ofCO generation can be changed, and the rate of

reforming can be highly maintained by changing a S/C ratio (mole ratio of the amount of

steams, and the amount of carbon).

[0032] Drawing 6 is the related Fig. of the ratio ofoxygen utilization (axis of abscissa) of

a fuel cell 16, and a eel electrical potential difference (axis of ordinate). The fuel cell in

this drawing shows the case of a phosphoric-acid mold (PAFC). This drawing shows that

the eel electrical potential difference stabilized mostly can be held in spite ofchange of a

ratio ofoxygen utilization. In addition, of course, it can change variously in the range

which this invention is not limited to the operation gestalt and example which were

mentioned above, and does not deviate from the summary of this invention.

[0033]

[Effect of the Invention] As mentioned above, the fuel cell generation-of-electrical-

energy facility which controls generating of the carbon dioxide gas of this invention has

the effectiveness which it is efficient as a fuel, and a generation of electrical energy is

possible, can combine a hydrocarbon, and can control the discharge as carbon dioxide gas

(C02) ofthe carbon in a fuel (carbon), and can perform efficiently manufacture of a you

tee RIITI steam, and immobilization of a carbon monoxide to a generation of electrical

energy and coincidence and which was excellent in **.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The fuel cell generation-of-electrical-energy facility which controls generating

of the carbon dioxide gas characterized by to use the steam which was equipped with the
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waste heat boiler which makes generate a steam, and was generated from the surplus

hydrogen of the reformer which reforms in the gas which uses hydrogen as a fuel, carries

out steam reforming of the hydrocarbon, and contains hydrogen and a carbon monoxide,

the gas decollator which separate the hydrogen in reformed gas, the fuel cell which use

the separated hydrogen as a fuel, and a fuel cell, and exhaust heat of a reformer as steam

reforming a reformer and a you tee RIITI steam.

[Claim 2] Said fuel cell is a fuel cell generation-of-electrical-energy facility according to

claim 1 characterized by what is been a phosphoric-acid mold, a solid-state

macromolecule mold, or a solid oxide type.

[Claim 3] Furthermore, the fuel cell generation-of-electrical-energy facility according to

claim 2 characterized by what it has for CO potential device and selective oxidation

equipment which changes a carbon monoxide into a carbon dioxide alternatively.

[Claim 4] Said gas decollator is a fuel cell generation-of-electrical-energy facility

according to claim 1 characterized by what is been hydrogen PSA equipment, CO-PSA
equipment, or a membrane separation device.

[Claim 5] The fuel cell generation-of-electrical-energy facility according to claim 1

characterized by what it has further for the acetic-acid manufacturing installation which

the carbon monoxide separated with the gas decollator is made to react with a methanol,

and manufactures an acetic acid.
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